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Activation of Phasic Pontine-Wave Generator Prevents
Rapid Eye Movement Sleep Deprivation-Induced Learning
Impairment in the Rat: A Mechanism for
Sleep-Dependent Plasticity
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Animal and human studies of sleep and learning have demonstrated that training on various tasks increases subsequent rapid eye
movement (REM) sleep and phasic pontine-wave (P-wave) activity, followed by improvement in performance on the learned task. It is
well documented that REM sleep deprivation after learning trials blocks the expected improvement in performance on subsequent
retesting. Our aim was to test whether experimentally induced P-wave generator activation could eliminate the learning impairment
produced by post-training REM sleep deprivation. Rats were trained on a two-way active avoidance-learning task. Immediately there-
after, two groups of those rats received a control vehicle (100 nl saline) microinjection and one group received a carbachol (50 ng in 100
nl saline) microinjection into the P-wave generator. The carbachol-injected group and one of the two control saline microinjected groups
were selectively deprived of REM sleep during a 6 hr polygraphic recording session. All rats were then tested on the avoidance-learning
task. The rats that received both the control saline injection and REM sleep deprivation showed learning deficits compared with the
control saline-injected rats that were allowed to sleep normally. In contrast, the rats that received the carbachol microinjection and REM
sleep deprivation demonstrated normal learning. These results demonstrate, for the first time, that carbachol-induced activation of the
P-wave generator prevents the memory-impairing effects of post-training REM sleep deprivation. This evidence supports our hypothesis
that the activation of the P-wave generator during REM sleep deprivation enhances a physiological process of memory, which occurs
naturally during post-training REM sleep.
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Introduction
Behavioral studies of learning and memory in both humans and
animals provide considerable evidence to support the hypothesis
that post-training rapid eye movement (REM) sleep is critical for
and is the most favorable behavioral state for memory processing
and improvement of learning (for review, see Fishbein and Gutwien,
1977; McGrath and Cohen, 1978; Pearlman, 1979; Smith, 1985,
1995; Dujardin et al., 1990; Karni et al., 1994; Stickgold, 1998; Datta,
2000; Maquet et al., 2003). Other studies have demonstrated that
REM sleep is critical for neuronal plasticity, which is a critical mech-
anism for memory processing (Bramham and Srebro, 1989; Frank et
al., 2001; Campbell et al., 2002; Guzman-Marin et al., 2003).

Different classes of memory formation appear to be processed

by distinct memory systems in the brain (Cohen and Squire,
1980; Gabrieli, 1998; Kesner, 1998; Kim and Baxter, 2001; White
and McDonald, 2002). Many recent studies have shown that the
amygdala and hippocampus may be platforms for sleep-
dependent memory processing (Pavlides and Winson, 1989; Abel
et al., 1997; Ribeiro et al., 1999, 2002; Poe et al., 2000; Abel and
Lattal, 2001; Graves et al., 2001; Louie and Wilson, 2001). Al-
though the amygdala, hippocampus, and possibly some other
parts of the cerebral cortex process acquired information, it is not
clear how REM sleep-regulating structures influence the way the
hippocampus and amygdala process that information.

During REM sleep and in part of slow-wave sleep (SWS),
phasic field potentials called pontine waves (P-waves) are gener-
ated in the pons (Brooks and Bizzi, 1963; Laurent and Ayalaguer-
rero, 1975; Sakai et al., 1976; Datta and Hobson, 1995). These
field potentials are a reflection of phasic activation of a specific
group of cells in the pons (Sakai and Jouvet, 1980; Datta et al.,
1992, 1998; Datta and Hobson, 1994). It has been demonstrated
that the functionally identified P-wave generator cells project to
the hippocampus and amygdala (Datta et al., 1998). Behavioral
studies have shown that sleep-dependent improvement in learn-
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ing is positively correlated with P-wave activity during REM sleep
(Datta, 2000; Mavanji and Datta, 2003). Together, these anatom-
ical and behavioral studies indicate that activation of the P-wave
generator might be involved in REM sleep-dependent memory
processing in the rat.

To understand the role of P-wave generator activity in REM
sleep-dependent learning and memory processing, the first task
of the present study was to develop a method to selectively de-
prive REM sleep without disrupting SWS. Using this successful
new method, we examined the effects of selective REM sleep
deprivation on learning performance. We evaluated rat perform-
ance deficits immediately after training trials and REM sleep de-
privation in relation to rats that received training followed by
experimentally induced P-wave generator activation and REM
sleep deprivation.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Experiments were performed on 30 male Sprague Dawley rats
(Charles River, Wilmington, MA) weighing between 200 and 300 gm.
Rats were housed individually at 24°C with ad libitum access to food and
water. Lights were on from 7 A.M. to 7 P.M. (light cycle) and off from 7
P.M. to 7 A.M. (dark cycle). Principles for the care and use of laboratory
animals in research, as outlined by the National Institutes of Health
(1985), were strictly followed.

Surgical procedures for guide tube and electrode implantation. All surgi-
cal procedures were performed stereotaxically under aseptic conditions
and were in accordance with the guidelines approved by the institutional
animal care and use committee (Protocol 00 – 006). Animals were anes-
thetized by intramuscular injection of a mixture of ketamine (80 mg/ml)
and xylazine (10 mg/ml) at a volume of 1 ml/kg body weight. Anesthe-
tized rats were placed in a stereotaxic apparatus and secured using blunt
rodent ear bars as described previously (Paxinos and Watson, 1997). A
surgical plane of anesthesia was maintained with supplemental injections
of the ketamine and xylazine mixture (0.25 ml/kg, i.m.) every 1–2 hr, as
necessary. The appropriate depth of anesthesia was judged by the absence
of palpebral reflexes and absence of response to a tail pinch. Core body
temperature was maintained at 37° � 1°C with a thermostatic heating
pad and a rectal feedback thermister probe. The scalp was cleaned and
painted with providone iodine. A scalp incision was made, and the skin
was retracted. The skull surface was cleaned in preparation for guide tube
and electrode implantation. After completion of the surgical procedure,
animals were administered saline (5 cc, s.c.) to prevent dehydration and
the antibiotic gentamicin (0.1 cc, i.m.) to control any potential postsur-
gical infection. Potential postoperative pain was controlled with bu-
prenorphine (0.05 cc, s.c.).

To record the behavioral states of vigilance, cortical electroencephalo-
gram (EEG), dorsal neck muscle electromyogram (EMG), electrooculo-
gram (EOG), hippocampal EEG (to record theta wave), and pontine EEG
(to record P-wave) recording electrodes were chronically implanted, as
described previously (Datta, 2000, 2002; Datta et al., 2001). In addition, a
stainless steel guide tube (26 gauge) with an equal length stylet inside was
stereotaxically implanted 2 mm above the P-wave recording electrodes
for the microinjection of control saline or carbachol solution into the
P-wave generator (in relation to stereotaxic “0”: posterior, 0.80; lateral,
1.3; horizontal, 2.0) of freely moving rats as described previously (Ma-
vanji and Datta, 2003). The bipolar P-wave recording electrode and guide
tube were placed so that the tip of the injector terminated close to the
P-wave recording electrode (Mavanji and Datta, 2003). All electrodes
and guide tubes were secured to the skull with dental acrylic. Electrodes
were crimped to mini-connector pins and brought together in a plastic
connector. Immediately after surgery, animals were placed in recovery
cages and monitored for successful recovery from anesthesia and surgery.
Successful recovery was gauged by the return of normal postures, volun-
tary movement, and grooming. At this point animals were transferred to
their normal housing. After a postsurgical recovery period of 3–7 d, rats
were habituated to the sound-attenuated recording cage (electrically

shielded: 2.5 � 1.5 � 1.5 feet), shuttle box, and free-moving recording
conditions for 7 d.

Avoidance learning. The apparatus that was used is an automated two-
way shuttle scan shock-avoidance box (45.7 � 20.3 � 30.5 cm) with sides
made of high-grade acrylic. This apparatus has been described in detail
previously (Datta, 2000; Mavanji and Datta, 2003). After 15 min of accli-
matization, learning trials began. During acclimatization and the learn-
ing trials, the rats could move freely from one compartment to the other
within the shuttle box. Rats were trained on a massed 30-trial shuttle box
two-way active avoidance (TWAA) task. The procedures for the condi-
tioned stimulus (CS) and unconditioned stimulus (UCS) have been de-
tailed previously (Datta, 2000; Mavanji and Datta, 2003). In brief, a tone
(3600 Hz, 65 db) and a pulsatile light (2.5 Hz) were presented as a CS in
the compartment with the animal and paired 5 sec later with 0.3 mA
scrambled foot shock (UCS) delivered through the floor grid. To avoid
receiving a foot shock, the rat had 5 sec to move to the opposite compart-
ment. If the animal did not move to the other compartment, UCS was
delivered for a maximum of 5 sec and CS ended with UCS. While receiv-
ing UCS, if the animal moved to the other compartment, both CS and
UCS ended immediately. The intertrial interval was variable with a mean
of 60 sec.

Since the discovery of REM sleep, animal studies of sleep and learning
have used various hippocampally and non-hippocampally mediated
learning paradigms (for review, see Smith, 1985; Stickgold, 1998). In this
study, we have used a two-way active avoidance-learning task that in-
volves both hippocampal and non-hippocampal structures for learning
and memory processing (Smith and Young 1980; Ambrosini et al., 1988;
Ramirez and Carrer, 1989; Bramham et al., 1994). The involvement of
the hippocampus and some non-hippocampal structures in learning and
memory processing is supported by many other studies (Squire et al.,
1990; LeDoux, 1992; Silva et al., 1992; Izquierdo et al., 1995; Hatfield et
al., 1996; Rempel-Clower et al., 1996; Poremba and Gabriel, 1997; Young
et al., 1997; Gallagher et al., 1999; Vazdarjanova and McGaugh, 1999).
One recent anatomical study provided evidence that P-wave-generating
cells project monosynaptically to both the hippocampus and non-
hippocampal structures involved in the learning process (Datta et al.,
1998). Because P-wave-generating cells project to both hippocampal and
non-hippocampal structures, the activation of P-wave-generating cells
may modulate both hippocampally and non-hippocampally mediated
learning processes. Therefore, the selection of a two-way active
avoidance-learning task, which involves both hippocampal and non-
hippocampal structures, was appropriate to study the relationship be-
tween P-waves, REM sleep, and learning.

Intracerebral microinjection system. The microinjection system con-
sisted of a 32 gauge stainless steel injector cannula with a 26 gauge collar
that extended 2.0 mm beyond the implanted guide tube. The collar was
connected to a 1.0 �l motor-driven microsyringe with polyethylene (PE)
20 tubing. After the injection system was filled with control vehicle or
carbachol, a small air bubble was introduced into the PE tubing to mon-
itor the fluid movement during the injection. While the animal was con-
nected to the recording system, the stylet was removed and a control
vehicle-filled (100 nl volume of 0.9% saline) or carbachol-filled (50 ng in
100 nl of saline) injector was introduced through the guide tube. One
minute after the insertion of the injector cannula, 100 nl of control saline
or carbachol was microinjected over a 60 sec period. The cannula was
gently withdrawn 2 min after the injection, and the stylet was reintro-
duced inside the guide tube. All of these injections were unilateral. Dur-
ing the microinjections, animals were free to move around the cage with
the cannula in place. The extended tubing makes it possible to inject
while the animals are moving freely (Datta et al., 2002). Immediately after
the microinjection procedure, polygraphic variables were recorded con-
tinuously for 6 hrs (between 10 A.M. and 4 P.M.) when rats would
normally be sleeping (Datta, 2000). The optimum dose of carbachol (50
ng) was predetermined from our earlier P-wave generator mapping stud-
ies (Datta et al., 1998, 1999; Mavanji and Datta, 2003).

Adaptation recording session. After the postsurgical recovery period of
3–7 d, rats were habituated to the experimenter, the sound-attenuated
recording cage, the shuttle box, and the free-moving recording condi-
tions for 7 d. During recovery, habituation, and free-moving recording
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conditions (adaptation recording sessions), all rats were housed under
the same 12 hr light/dark cycle with ad libitum access to food and water.

Polygraphic recordings and REM sleep deprivation setup. To record cor-
tical EEG, EMG, EOG, hippocampal EEG, and pontine EEG in a freely
moving condition, each rat’s head plug was mated to a 24-pin male
connector that in turn was connected to a 24-pin commutator. Signals
from this commutator were sent to a polygraph (located in the next
room; Grass Model 79; Grass Instrument Co., Quincy, MA) via its elec-
trode board (located inside the recording chamber). To allow rats to
move freely inside the recording cage while maintaining the head plug
connection, a counterbalanced connecting cable and a mechanical pulley
system (attached to the roof of the recording chamber) were used. In a
separate room, polygraphic signs and the activities of the rat were con-
tinuously observed on a computer and a video monitor, respectively, to
identify ongoing behavioral stages.

For the purpose of REM sleep deprivation, the beginning of each REM
sleep episode was identified by observation of ongoing polygraphic
records. From the room adjacent to the rat, the experimenter pressed a
mechanical lever within 2–3 sec of REM sleep onset, the animal’s head
was gently lifted, and the animal was awakened. Because this is the first
study to use this technique for the selective deprivation of physiologically
identified REM sleep in the rat, following is the technical description of
this method. This “head-lifting method” for REM sleep deprivation re-
quires a small, spring-action mechanical lever, three pulleys with equal
wheel diameter, and a flexible, lightweight wire. The first pulley is posi-
tioned on the ceiling at a 90° angle, 3 feet above the commutator. The
second pulley is located in the next room, positioned at the same height as
the first pulley. The second pulley hangs from the ceiling above the com-
puter monitor used for observing polygraphic signs. The third pulley is
on the table with the computer monitor. The mechanical lever is fixed to
the table �6 inches in front of the monitor. One end of the wire is tied to
the commutator, and the other end goes up, passes through the first,
second, and third pulleys, and then is tied to the mechanical lever. A
relaxed spring keeps the mechanical lever in the up position. As needed,
manually applied incremental downward pressure on the lever handle
produces incremental lever action to raise the rat’s head by up to 2 inches
and terminate REM sleep. Using this method during the experimental
recording session, in two groups of rats (groups 2 and 3) REM sleep
episodes were terminated prematurely within 3–5 sec of their
appearance.

Typically, the following three methods are used to deprive REM sleep
in the rat. (1) The flowerpot method, also known as water tank, platform,
disc over water, or pedestal method (Bhanot et al., 1989; Rechtschaffen et
al., 1989; Thakkar and Mallick, 1993; Hicks et al., 1997): The flowerpot
method has been shown to induce high stress, and the resultant sleep
deficits, including disruption of SWS, are considered to be caused by
overwhelming nonspecific stress rather than selective REM sleep depri-
vation (Vogel, 1975; Rechtschaffen et al., 1999; Hamdi, 2000). (2) The
moving disc or drum method (Stefurak et al., 1977; Rechtschaffen and
Bergmann, 1995; Feng et al., 2000; Campbell et al., 2002): Although less
stressful than the flowerpot method, this procedure significantly reduces
the amount of SWS and introduces an unrelated variable physical activ-
ity. (3) Gentle handling (Vogel, 1975; Ocampo-Garces et al., 2000; Sei et
al., 2000; Vyazovskiy et al., 2002): This method disrupts SWS in addition
to REM sleep. To reduce some of the disadvantages encountered with the
existing methods of REM sleep deprivation, we designed a new method
that should minimize extraneous stress and physical activity and elimi-
nate the need for the experimenter’s physical proximity to the rat. The
head-lifting method successfully eliminated 90 –95% of total REM sleep
for the 6 hr recording sessions without significantly reducing SWS. These
results indicate that this technique is a significant improvement over
existing methods of selective REM sleep deprivation. It is also important
to note that this improved technique further substantiates the results of
earlier seminal studies that used other REM sleep deprivation methods to
show that post-training REM sleep deprivation can partially or even
totally block improved task performance on subsequent retesting
(Smith, 1995).

Determination of behavioral states. For the purpose of determining
possible effects on sleep and wakefulness, polygraphic data were captured

on-line in a computer using “Gamma” software (Grass product group,
Astro-Med, West Warwick, RI). From this captured data, four behavioral
states were distinguished and scored visually using “Rodent Sleep Stager”
software (Grass product group, Astro-Med). These four states were as
follows: (1) wakefulness (W): low voltage (50 – 80 �V) and fast (30 –50
Hz) cortical EEG, high-amplitude tonic and phasic EMG bursts, pres-
ence of eye movements in the EOG, gross bodily movements, and an
absence of P-waves; (2) SWS: spindling and high-voltage (200 – 400 �V)
slow waves (0.3–15 Hz) in the cortical EEG, EMG tonus lower than
during W, absence of eye movements, and absence of P-waves; (3) transition
state between SWS and REM sleep (tS-R): during this stage, cortical EEG is a
mixture of partly low-amplitude (50–80 �V), high-frequency (15–25 Hz)
and high-amplitude (200–300 �V), low-frequency (5–10 Hz) waves. The
EMG tone is absent or progressively diminished. Eye movements are absent
in the EOG record. Theta frequency waves start to appear in the hippocam-
pal EEG. Spiky P-waves (10–20 per minute) start to appear in the pontine
EEG. These P-waves are mostly the single-spike type. (4) REM sleep: low
voltage (50–100 �V) and fast (20–40 Hz) cortical EEG, presence of muscle
atonia, rapid eye movements, and theta waves (4–7 Hz) only in the hip-
pocampal EEG, and increased occurrence of P-waves, most of them occur-
ring in clusters of two to three. The behavioral states of W, SWS, tS-R, and
REM sleep were scored in successive 5 sec epochs. This epoch length allowed
us to quantify the short periods of REM sleep (3–5 sec) in groups 2 and 3.
These nascent 3–5 sec periods of REM sleep were necessary to identify the
ongoing REM sleep episode so that it could be terminated. We calculated the
total amount of time spent in motor activities (exploratory and grooming
behavior) after carbachol and control saline microinjections into the P-wave
generator, as observed in the video monitor. Mean EMG amplitude was
calculated from the polygraphic records.

Experimental design. After the adaptation recording sessions, all rats
underwent two sessions of baseline recording for electrode testing and
additional habituation with the recording setup. During these baseline
recording sessions, pontine EEG was studied carefully to identify rats
with good P-wave activity during REM sleep. Of the original 38 rats, 30
exhibited good quality P-wave activity during REM sleep and thus un-
derwent a third, and final, baseline recording session. For baseline re-
cordings, rats were placed in the shuttle box for 45 min (9:00 –9:45 A.M.)
and transferred to a recording cage for 6 hr of polygraphic recordings
(between 10 A.M. and 4 P.M.) on 3 consecutive days. On the final base-
line recording day, animals received a single microinjection (between
9:58 A.M. and 10:00 A.M.) of control saline in the P-wave generator (n �
30 rats). On the day after the final baseline recording session, rats were
placed in the shuttle box at 9 A.M., and after 15 min of acclimatization,
the active avoidance-learning paradigm or “training trial session” with
CS began. After 30 trials (as described above), rats were transferred to the
polygraphic recording cage. At this point, the 30 rats were randomly
divided into three treatment groups. (1) Group 1 (n � 10 rats): While the
animals were connected to the polygraphic recording system, rats were
microinjected with control saline (100 nl). They were then recorded for 6
hr (between 10 A.M. and 4 P.M.) of undisturbed sleep–wakefulness
[hereafter group 1 is labeled as “normal sleep control” (NSC)]. At the end
of the 6 hr recording session, the “test trial session” began; that is, animals
were again tested on the CS–UCS task for 30 trials (between 4:05 and 4:50
P.M.). (2) Group 2 (n � 10 rats): The experimental protocol for these
animals was almost identical to the protocol described above for NSC
group, except that for group 2 animals, REM sleep episodes were termi-
nated at the beginning (within 3–5 sec) of each episode while the animals
were connected to the polygraphic recording system [hereafter group 2 is
labeled as “REM sleep deprived” (RSD)]. (3) Group 3 (n � 10 rats): The
experimental protocol for these animals was almost identical to the pro-
tocol described above for the RSD group, except that this group received
a microinjection of carbachol (50 ng in 100 nl) in the P-wave generator
instead of control saline [hereafter group 3 is labeled as “REM sleep
deprived and P-wave generator activated” (RSD-PA)].

At the end of all recording sessions and before perfusion, with the use
of the same injector used for control and carbachol microinjections, 100
nl of black ink was microinjected at each injection site. Rats were then
deeply anesthetized with pentobarbital (60 mg/kg, i.p.) and perfused
transcardially with heparinized cold phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4)
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followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer. The brains
were then removed and processed for staining and histological localiza-
tion of injection sites as described previously (Datta et al., 2001; Mavanji
and Datta, 2003).

Data analysis. The polygraphic measures provided the following de-
pendent variables that are quantified for each trial: (1) percentage of
recording time spent in W, SWS, tS-R, and REM sleep, (2) latency to
onset of the first episode of REM sleep after the onset of recordings, (3)
total number of REM sleep episodes, (4) mean duration of REM sleep
episodes, and (5) P-wave density (waves per minute) in REM sleep. The
number of REM sleep episodes in group NSC was counted by how many
times the animal entered into REM sleep that lasted at least 3 sec. In
groups RSD and RSD-PA (REM sleep-deprived animals), the number of
REM sleep episodes was the number of times REM was terminated using
the head-lifting method. For latency analysis, the data collection began
immediately after the microinjection. All of these variables from the final
baseline recording day (before shuttle box trials) were analyzed using
one-factor ANOVA (between groups NSC, RSD, and RSD-PA), using
StatView statistical software (Abacus Concepts, Berkeley, CA). These
analyses were performed to confirm that the three distinct treatment
groups were not statistically distinguishable before the shuttle box trials.
Baseline recording variables of the three treatment groups were then
combined and labeled as baseline treatment group for the next steps of
statistical analysis. After shuttle box training trials, all of the above men-
tioned sleep–wake variables in groups NSC, RSD, and RSD-PA rats were
analyzed using one-factor ANOVAs to determine the sleep–wake effect
of avoidance learning and carbachol microinjection into the P-wave gen-
erator. After ANOVA, post hoc Scheffé F tests were performed to deter-
mine the individual levels of significant difference between group NSC
and group RSD, group NSC and group RSD-PA, and group RSD and
group RSD-PA treatment protocols.

For the analysis of performance on the TWAA-learning task, the 30
learning trials of each session were divided into six blocks of five trials,
and the percentage of successful avoidances was calculated for each block
(Datta, 2000; Mavanji and Datta, 2003). The percentages of avoidance
data during training trials were subjected to two-way ANOVA (group �
blocks) to ensure that the learning curves of the three treatment groups
were not different during the training trials. For the next steps of statis-
tical analysis, training trial data of the three groups was combined into
one group. Next, the percentages of avoidance data during training trials
(combined group) and test trials of the three different treatment groups
were analyzed using two-way ANOVA (trial � block) with block as a
repeated measure, followed by a post hoc Scheffé F test. These analyses
were performed to determine the differences in learning curves between
the first session of combined group (training trials session, before 6 hr
undisturbed polygraphic recordings) and the second sessions (test trials
sessions, after 6 hr polygraphic recordings) of NSC, RSD, and RSD-PA
treatment groups. This difference represents a quantitative measure of
the amount of information retained from the first training session. Sim-
ilarly, the comparison between NSC, RSD, and RSD-PA treatment
groups test trials was done to determine whether there was any effect on
the learning curve after REM sleep deprivation with or without microin-
jection of carbachol into the P-wave generator. The improvement of
performance between training trials and test trials was calculated by sub-
tracting the percentage of avoidance in the first two blocks of training
from the percentage of avoidance in the first two blocks of test as de-
scribed previously (Datta, 2000; Mavanji and Datta, 2003).

Results
In the first two baseline polygraphic recording (electrode testing)
sessions, 30 rats exhibited good quality P-waves during tS-R and
REM sleep. On the basis of in vivo pharmacological responses to
carbachol microinjection into the P-wave generator and post-
mortem histological identification, recording and microinjection
sites were identified as within the P-wave generator (Fig. 1). His-
tological examination revealed that our microinjection of a 100 nl
volume of dye diffused only 0.1– 0.15 mm from the center of
microinjection (Fig. 1), indicating that the microinjection of car-

bachol did not diffuse outside of the P-wave generator. Before
learning trials, in the final 6 hr baseline recording session, total
percentages of time spent in W, SWS, tS-R, and REM sleep and
P-wave density were not significantly different (one-factor
ANOVA) between the three groups of animals. Thus, the groups
were initially equal in terms of time spent in W, SWS, tS-R, and
REM sleep and P-wave density for the final 6 hr baseline record-
ing session.

Effects of REM sleep deprivation on wake–sleep states
After a session of training trials, rats in groups NSC and RSD
received control saline microinjections, and group RSD-PA re-
ceived a carbachol microinjection into the P-wave generator. All
groups were then recorded in the polygraph for 6 hr. During this
polygraphic recording session, rats in groups RSD and RSD-PA
were subjected to the REM sleep deprivation protocol. The total
percentages of REM sleep in groups RSD (0.58 � 0.03%) and
RSD-PA (0.56 � 0.02%) were drastically reduced compared with
the total percentage of REM sleep in group NSC (14.12 � 2.59%)
(Fig. 2). These results demonstrate that the deprivation method
used for this study effectively reduced the total amount of REM
sleep. Statistical comparisons (one-factor ANOVAs) between the
three groups revealed significant differences in the time spent in
W (F(2,27) � 14.945; p � 0.0001), tS-R (F(2,27) � 15.728; p �
0.0001), and REM sleep (F(2,27) � 165.076; p � 0.0001) but not in
SWS (F(2,27) � 1.956; p � 0.1609). To determine the effects of
REM sleep deprivation alone, sleep–wake data were compared
between groups NSC and RSD. Post hoc Scheffé F test showed that
group RSD animals spent significantly more time in wakefulness
than group NSC animals (69.78% more; F � 12.0; p � 0.001)
(Fig. 2). Group RSD animals spent significantly less time than
group NSC in tS-R (62.7% less; F � 10.3; p � 0.001) and REM
sleep (95.9% less; F � 123.63; p � 0.001) (Fig. 2). Although the
percentage of REM sleep in the group RSD animals was signifi-
cantly less than in the group NSC animals, the number of REM
sleep episodes was significantly higher in the RSD group (Fig. 2).
The latencies to REM sleep episode in the NSC and RSD groups of
animals were comparable (Fig. 2). This increased number of
REM sleep episodes in the RSD group of animals is likely caused
by the increased REM sleep pressure caused by the REM sleep
deprivation. The fact that the REM sleep-deprived rats had a
tendency to enter REM sleep directly from SWS without entering
into tS-R suggests that increased REM sleep pressure in the REM
sleep-deprived rats may also be responsible for the reduction in
the total amount of time spent in tS-R.

Sleep–wake state effects of carbachol microinjection into the
P-wave generator
To determine the effects of carbachol microinjection into the
P-wave generator, sleep–wake data collected during the post-
training recording sessions were compared between groups RSD
and RSD-PA. Post hoc Scheffé F test and one-factor ANOVAs
showed that the total percentages of W, SWS, tS-R, and REM
sleep were not significantly different between groups RSD and
RSD-PA (Fig. 2). The latencies to the first episode of REM sleep
and total numbers of REM sleep episodes were not significantly
different in the group NSC and group RSD animals (Fig. 2).
These results demonstrate that the microinjection of carbachol
into the P-wave generator did not significantly change the sleep–
wake parameters measured. Similarly, the total percentages of
time spent in active motor behavior (saline vs carbachol: 9.8 �
3.8 vs 7.9 � 4.1%) and mean EMG amplitudes during those
active motor behaviors (198 � 34 vs 185 � 41 �V) were not
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significantly different between groups
RSD and RSD-PA. These results indicate
that the microinjection of carbachol into
the P-wave generator did not significantly
alter the total amount of time and intensity
of motor activities.

Effects of avoidance-learning training
on P-wave activity
The P-wave is normally present during
both tS-R and REM sleep; however, to de-
termine the effect of avoidance training
trials on the P-wave density change, we
quantified P-waves only during REM sleep
episodes. In the final baseline recording
session, the REM sleep P-wave densities
were comparable (one-factor ANOVA;
F(2,27) � 1.062; p � 0.187) in group NSC
(36.6 � 4.2), group RSD (38.6 � 3.5), and
group RSD-PA (38.9 � 5.1) animals. In
the polygraphic recording session after
avoidance-learning training trials, how-
ever, the REM sleep P-wave density in
group NSC animals (56.4 � 6.2) was sig-
nificantly higher (54.1% higher; F � 42.32,
p � 0.001) than this group’s baseline value
(36.6 � 4.2). These results demonstrate
that avoidance-learning trials increased
REM sleep P-wave density.

Carbachol microinjection into the
P-wave generator: effects on
P-wave activity
To determine what effect carbachol micro-
injection into the P-wave generator had on
P-wave activity, the P-wave density during
post-training recording sessions was com-
pared in group RSD and RSD-PA animals,
because both groups were REM sleep de-
prived. To calculate P-wave density, the
total number of P-waves during the entire
6 hr recording session was counted and
expressed as P-wave density (waves per
minute) for the entire recording session.
In group RSD, P-waves were seen only
during tS-R and the short periods of REM
sleep before it was terminated by the ex-
perimenter; however, in group RSD-PA
animals, P-waves were present not only
during tS-R and these short periods of
REM sleep, but also during the SWS that
lasted for �4 hr (Fig. 3). These state-
independent P-waves in group RSD-PA
animals are attributable to the application
of carbachol in the P-wave generator. The
mean P-wave density of group RSD-PA
animals (40.2 � 9.4) was significantly
higher (793% higher; F � 68.5; p � 0.001)
compared with group RSD animals (4.5 �
6.2). During the 6 hr recording sessions
after avoidance training and local micro-
injections into the P-wave generator, the
mean total P-wave count of group

Figure 1. Histological localization of carbachol and control saline microinjection sites in the P-wave generator. A, Coronal
section of rat brainstem showing an example of a carbachol microinjection site in the P-wave generator (arrow indicates dorsal
part of the subcoeruleus nucleus). To mark the carbachol microinjection site, 100 nl of black ink was microinjected using the same
injector in the site (arrow points to the carbachol and ink injection site). B, C, Schematic coronal sections through the brainstem
showing anatomical locations of control saline (E; n � 10; group 2 rats) and carbachol (F; n � 10; group 3 rats) microinjection
sites. 7n, Facial nerve or its root; Bar, Barrington’s nucleus; Cb, cerebellum; CG, central gray; DTg, dorsal tegmental nucleus; LC,
locus coeruleus; m5, motor root of trigeminal nucleus; mcp, mid cerebellar peduncle; me5, mesencephalic trigeminal tract; ml,
medial lemniscus; mlf, medial longitudinal fasciculus; Mo5, motor trigeminal nucleus; PB, parabrachial nucleus; PnR, pontine
raphe nucleus; Pr5, principal sensory trigeminal nucleus; py, pyramidal tract; RMg, raphe magnus nucleus; rs, rubrospinal tract; s5,
sensory root trigeminal nucleus; scp, superior cerebellar peduncle; SO, superior olive nucleus; sp5, spinal trigeminal tract; SubC,
subcoeruleus nucleus; VCA, ventral cochlear nucleus. Scale bar: A, 400 �m; B, C, 1.2 mm.
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RSD-PA animals (7250 � 67) was also significantly higher
(98.5% higher; F � 39.5; p � 0.001) compared with group NSC
animals (3654 � 98). These results demonstrate that the applica-
tion of carbachol into the P-wave generator of group RSD-PA
animals increased P-wave density by activating the P-wave
generator.

REM sleep deprivation and P-wave generator activation:
effects on avoidance learning
Learning performance on the shuttle box avoidance task is shown
in Figure 4. The data on percentage of avoidance during the train-
ing trials session showed no significant variation between the
three different groups of rats (two-way ANOVA; group � block).
Because there was no group effect, avoidance data of these three
groups during training trials were combined to compare with
avoidance data in the test sessions. Combined avoidance data
during training sessions was then compared separately with test
trial sessions of the three different treatment groups. The two-
way ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of session
(F(3,56) � 62.65; p � 0.001) and blocks of trial (F(5,56) � 19.12;

Figure 2. The effects of two-way active avoidance-learning trials and selective REM sleep
deprivation on wakefulness, slow-wave sleep, tS-R, and REM sleep over a 6 hr period. Baseline
(n � 30; mean � SE): 6 hr of undisturbed sleep–wake recordings after a microinjection of
control saline (100 nl) in the P-wave generator; group 1 (n � 10; mean � SE): training trials
followed by microinjection of control saline (100 nl) into the P-wave generator and then 6 hr of
undisturbed sleep–wake recordings; group 2 (n � 10; mean � SE): training trials followed by
microinjection of control saline (100 nl) into the P-wave generator and then 6 hr of sleep–wake
recordings while animals were selectively deprived of REM sleep; group 3 (n �10; mean�SE):
training trials followed by microinjection of carbachol (50 ng in 100 nl) into the P-wave gener-
ator and then 6 hr of sleep–wake recordings while animals were selectively deprived of REM
sleep. Post hoc Scheffé F test: “S” represents the comparison between baseline and group 1 to
evaluate the effects of learning trials, and asterisk represents the comparison with group 1
(control group) to evaluate the effects of REM sleep deprivation in group 2, and the combination
of REM sleep deprivation and carbachol microinjection into the P-wave generator in group 3. SS:
p � 0.01; SSS or ***p � 0.001.

Figure 3. Local application of carbachol into the P-wave generator induced state-
independent P-waves during SWS. Sample polygraphic signs of SWS after a session of learning
training trials followed by microinjection of control saline ( A) or microinjection of carbachol ( B)
into the P-wave generator. Note the qualitative similarity in both records showing characteristic
electroencephalographic signs of SWS: high amplitude, low-frequency waves recorded from
the frontal cortex (EEG), reduced muscle tone recorded from the neck (EMG), absence of eye
movements (EOG), and non-theta-type EEG recorded from the hippocampus (HPC). Despite
qualitative similarity, microinjection of carbachol into the P-wave generator ( B) induced
P-waves (PON) that are normally absent during SWS without cholinergic activation of the
P-wave generator ( A).
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p � 0.001). Post hoc statistical analysis (Scheffé F test) showed
that the percentages of avoidance in the test trial session of group
NSC were significantly higher in the first (108.3% higher; F �
3.189; p � 0.05), second (244.4% higher; F � 7.582; p � 0.001),
and third (88.9% higher; F � 3.421; p � 0.05) blocks of trials
compared with the percentages of avoidance in the first, second,
and third blocks of the training trials session (Fig. 4). The per-
centages of avoidance in group NSC were also higher in the
fourth (32.1% higher) and fifth (29.0% higher) blocks of the test
trials session compared with those from the training trials ses-
sion, but these differences did not reach statistical significance.

These results demonstrate that in the test trials session, after a
period of undisturbed sleep–wake activity, the performance of
group NSC animals on the avoidance-learning task improved
significantly compared with the training session. Similar post hoc
analysis revealed that the percentages of avoidance in the test
trials session of group RSD were significantly less than the train-
ing trials in the second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth blocks of
trials (Fig. 4). In the first two blocks of trials during the test trials
session, group RSD animals moved around apparently not at-
tending to the CS–UCS and appeared to be fearless. During the
subsequent blocks of trials they exhibited a mixture of freezing
and aggressive responses to each CS that outlasted the UCS pe-
riod. This apparent fearlessness, freezing, and aggressive response
to the CS–UCS could help explain the poor avoidance perfor-
mance in group RSD animals. These results demonstrated that in
the test trials session, the performance of group RSD animals not
only did not follow the normal course of improvement over the
trials, but also actually worsened over time (Fig. 4). These results
indicate a deficit in the reacquisition as well as retention processes
of avoidance learning after REM sleep deprivation after normal
training trials. Post hoc analysis revealed that the percentages of
avoidance in the test trials session of group RSD were signifi-
cantly less compared with group NSC (Fig. 4). These results sup-
port other evidence showing that REM sleep deprivation between
training trials and test trials prevents improvement of avoidance
learning on the test trials. These results also indicate that REM
sleep deprivation immediately after test trials disrupts the
avoidance-learning acquisition process.

Having documented deficits in the acquisition and retention
processes of avoidance learning after REM sleep deprivation, we
next quantified the consequences of P-wave generator activation
before REM sleep deprivation. In group RSD-PA, as in group
NSC, the percentages of avoidance in the test trials session were
significantly higher in the first (125.0% higher; F � 4.245; p �
0.05), second (200.0% higher; F � 5.076; p � 0.01), and third
(94.4% higher; F � 3.862; p � 0.05) blocks of trials compared
with the percentages of avoidance in the first, second, and third
blocks of the training trials session (Fig. 4). The percentages of
avoidance in group RSD-PA, as in group NSC, were also higher in
the fourth (39.3% higher) and fifth (41.9% higher) blocks of test
trials compared with those in the training trials session, but these
differences did not reach statistical significance (Fig. 4). These
results demonstrate that in the test trials session, the performance
of group RSD-PA animals on the avoidance-learning task signif-
icantly improved relative to the training session. Statistical com-
parisons (Scheffé F test) of percentages of avoidance in the test
trials between groups RSD and RSD-PA revealed that the per-
centages of avoidance in group RSD-PA animals were signifi-
cantly higher than group in RSD animals in all six blocks of trials
(Fig. 4). These differences indicate that the rats that received the
carbachol microinjection into the P-wave generator before REM
sleep deprivation performed better on the avoidance-learning
task. Statistical comparison between the test trials sessions of
groups NSC and RSD-PA revealed no significant differences in
the percentages of avoidance (Fig. 4). These results indicate that
despite REM sleep deprivation, the acquisition and retention
processes of group RSD-PA animals remained normal. Together,
these statistical comparisons (Scheffé F tests) between the differ-
ent combinations of groups NSC, RSD, and RSD-PA reveal that
the microinjection of carbachol into the P-wave generator after
training trials can completely prevent REM sleep deprivation-
induced deficits in retention from the training trials and facilitate

Figure 4. Carbachol microinjection into the P-wave generator prevents post-training REM
sleep deprivation-induced learning impairments. The percentage of avoidance learning
(mean � SE) is plotted here in blocks of five trials. Note that in the training trials session (‚,
control group) the rats performed poorly in the first two blocks of trials and started to avoid in
the third block. By the sixth block, the animals successfully avoided in �80% of the trials. After
the training trials, after a control saline injection into the P-wave generator, the animals were
allowed 6 hr of undisturbed sleep (Œ). After sleep, animals were subjected to test trials of
avoidance learning. Unlike in the training trials, during the first two blocks of test trials, animals
avoided in �50% of the trials. These data demonstrate the improvement in the avoidance
learning (or retention) between training and test trials. All groups received the same initial
training. Note that the group that subsequently received a control saline microinjection and
selective REM sleep deprivation did not show any improvement in the test trials (E). These data
indicate that the selective REM sleep deprivation caused a deficit of retention and improvement
in the test trials. This selective REM sleep deprivation also caused a deficit in the acquisition
process in the test trials. After training trials, animals microinjected with carbachol into the
P-wave generator and deprived of REM sleep did not show any deficit in learning improvement
(retention) or acquisition in the test trials (F). This observation indicates that the microinjec-
tion of carbachol into the P-wave generator was as effective as post-training undisturbed REM
sleep for the retention and acquisition of avoidance learning in the test trials. Post hoc Scheffé F
test: asterisk represents the comparison between training and test trials, and “S” represents
comparison of test trials between the control group and experimental groups. S or *p � 0.05;
**p � 0.01; SSS or ***p � 0.001.
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acquisition processes in the test trials of two-way active avoidance
learning.

In this study, microinjection of carbachol into the P-wave
generator rescued REM sleep deprivation-induced deficit in the
improvement of learning performance. Is it possible that the mi-
croinjection of carbachol into the P-wave generator might have
diffused into the neighboring structure, the locus coeruleus? Hy-
pothetically, diffusion of carbachol into the locus coeruleus may
increase motor performance by activating noradrenergic cells in
the locus coeruleus (Berridge and Foote, 1991, 1996). We believe
that carbachol microinjected into the P-wave generator did not
diffuse into the locus coeruleus or any other major structures of
the brainstem, for the following reasons. First, in our earlier
P-wave generator mapping study, we showed that 100 nl of car-
bachol or BDA microinjection into the P-wave generator diffuses
only 0.1– 0.15 mm in diameter (Datta et al., 1998, 1999, 2003).
Second, previous studies by other investigators have shown that
the microinjections of 100 nl volume of drug into the brainstem
can effectively diffuse only 0.3– 0.5 mm from the center of an
injection site (Myers and Hoch, 1978; Vanni-Mercier et al., 1989;
Vertes et al., 1993). Third, carbachol microinjection into the lo-
cus coeruleus suppresses slow-wave sleep by increasing wakeful-
ness (Berridge and Foote, 1991, 1996), and in this study carbachol
microinjection into the P-wave generator did not change the total
amount of slow-wave sleep. Therefore, it is not likely that the micro-
injection of carbachol into the P-wave generator directly activated
the locus coeruleus. Fourth, the activation of neighboring structures
like the dorsal raphe and locus coeruleus suppresses P-wave activity,
but in this study, carbachol microinjections into the P-wave gener-
ator induced P-wave activity. Taken together, this evidence indicates
that it is highly unlikely that the carbachol microinjection-induced
improvement in learning behavior was caused by the diffusion of
carbachol in structures other than the P-wave generator. Finally, in
the present study, histological examination confirmed that the 100 nl
volume of dye diffused only 0.1 mm from the center of the microin-
jection (Fig. 1).

Relationship between P-wave density and improvement in
avoidance learning
Because the REM sleep P-wave density of group NSC increased
significantly during the experimental recording session, and be-
cause in our earlier study we demonstrated a positive correlation
between the post-training REM sleep P-wave density and im-
provement of learning in the retest session (Datta, 2000), we
expected to see a precise relationship between the REM sleep
P-wave density change from baseline to experimental recording
sessions and the improvement in performance. Indeed, a strong
correlation was observed (Pearson correlation coefficient: r �
0.84; F � 44.59; p � 0.0002) (Fig. 5). These results suggest that the
increase in P-wave density during REM sleep after training trials
is correlated with effective task performance in the test trials.
Next, to determine the correlation between the P-wave generator
activation-induced P-wave density change and improvement of
performance in RSD-PA group, P-wave density change was cal-
culated by subtracting baseline P-wave density (expressed as
waves per minute for the entire 6 hr period) from the P-wave
density in the post-training recording session. This carbachol-
induced P-wave density change in group RSD-PA showed a sta-
tistically significant positive slope with the percentage of im-
provement in the test trials session (r � 0.93; F � 116.5; p �
0.0001). These results demonstrate that the level of P-wave gen-
erator activation after training trials is directly correlated with the
improvement in the test trials.

Discussion
The principal findings of this study are that (1) a newly designed
REM sleep deprivation method selectively eliminated REM sleep
without changing SWS, (2) REM sleep deprivation after training
trials prevented improvement on test trial performance, (3) mi-
croinjection of carbachol into the P-wave generator after training
trials prevented REM sleep deprivation-induced deficits in learn-

Figure 5. Relationship between the P-wave density change and the improvement in avoid-
ance learning. A, The percentage of improvement for each animal (F) is shown as a function of
the percentage of REM sleep P-wave density change between the last baseline recording ses-
sion and the post-training recording session (n � 10 rats). The plot of linear regression best-fit
(solid line; Pearson product–moment correlation) shows a statistically significant positive slope
(r � 0.84; p � 0.001). These data indicate that the level of improvement of learning in the test
session depends positively on the percentage of P-wave density increase during post-training
REM sleep. B, The percentage of improvement for each animal (filled rectangles) is shown as a
function of the percentage of P-wave density change (for the entire 6 hr period) between the
last baseline recording session and post-training P-wave generator carbachol-microinjected
recording session (n � 10 rats). The plot of linear regression best-fit (solid line; Pearson pro-
duct–moment correlation) shows a statistically significant positive slope (r � 0.93; p �
0.001). These data indicate that the level of improvement of learning in the test session is
proportional to the carbachol microinjection-induced state-independent P-wave density.
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ing improvement, and (4) improved learning performance dur-
ing the test trial session was proportional to the level of P-wave
generator activation. These results suggest that the activation of
the P-wave generator during REM sleep enhances a physiological
process of memory processing that occurs naturally during post-
learning REM sleep.

Methodological considerations
Since the discovery of REM sleep, animal studies of sleep and
learning have used various hippocampally and non-
hippocampally mediated learning paradigms. In this study, we
have used a TWAA-learning task that involves both the hip-
pocampus and the amygdala (Smith and Young, 1980; Ambro-
sini et al., 1988; Ramirez and Carrer, 1989; Bramham et al., 1994;
Mavanji and Datta, 2003). One recent anatomical study provided
evidence that P-wave-generating cells project monosynaptically
to both hippocampal and non-hippocampal structures involved
in learning processes (Datta et al., 1998). Two other studies have
shown that the P-wave generator activity in post-training periods
is directly related to the TWAA-learning improvement in test
trials (Datta, 2000; Mavanji and Datta, 2003). Therefore, the se-
lection of a TWAA-learning task was appropriate for this study.

Effects of avoidance learning on sleep–wake states
The present study demonstrates that after learning trials, rats
spent 27.2% more time in REM sleep compared with baseline.
These results agree with previous animal studies that have shown
consistently that both appetitive and aversive training increase
REM sleep in the post-training period (Smith and Wong, 1991;
Bramham et al., 1994; Giuditta et al., 1995; Smith and Rose, 1997;
Datta, 2000; Mavanji and Datta, 2003). Previous studies have
demonstrated that control rats subjected to nonlearning, non-
contingent TWAA shock trials and rats subjected to passive
avoidance-training trials spent significantly less time in REM
sleep than they did during baseline recording days (Datta, 2000;
Mavanji et al., 2003). Thus, in the present study, this increase in
REM sleep after TWAA trials may be logically considered to be
attributable to learning rather than to foot shock-induced stress.
After avoidance-learning trials, the total percentage of time in
tS-R increased as well (Datta, 2000; Mavanji and Datta, 2003).
The P-wave is normally expressed during both tS-R and REM
sleep (Datta, 1997, 2000). During the post-training period, both
tS-R and REM sleep increased, showing a heightened demand for
P-wave-related behavioral states. The finding that TWAA-
learning trials do not significantly change the total amount of
SWS and wakefulness is compatible with previous studies (Smith
and Rose, 1997; Datta, 2000; Mavanji and Datta, 2003). After
training trials, REM sleep P-wave density was 54% greater than it
was during the baseline recording session. This increased REM
sleep P-wave density after training trials is compatible with our
previous study (Datta, 2000; Mavanji and Datta, 2003). These
earlier studies suggested a role for the P-wave generator in the
learning and memory processing, but the current study indicates
that role specifically after acquisition. Taken together, these ani-
mal studies indicate that after acquisition, increased P-wave gen-
erator activity is critical for learning and memory formation.
These results provide further evidence that learning and memory
processing require a homeostatic demand for activation of the
P-wave generator (Datta, 2000).

Effects of REM sleep deprivation on learning performance
Using this new selective REM sleep deprivation method, the
present study demonstrates that post-training REM sleep depri-

vation totally blocked the expected improvement on task per-
formance on subsequent retesting. These results agree with pre-
vious animal studies using various sleep-deprivation protocols
and learning test paradigms that have consistently shown that
post-training REM sleep deprivation can partially or even totally
block improved performance (Fishbein, 1971; Pearlman, 1973;
Pearlman and Becker, 1973; Shiromani and Fishbein, 1979;
Smith and Butler, 1982; Smith et al., 1998). In addition to me-
chanical deprivation methods, another study has shown that dur-
ing the post-training REM sleep window, intraperitoneal injec-
tion of the general protein synthesis inhibitor anisomycin and the
cholinergic antagonist scopolamine induces marked learning–
memory impairment in the rat (Smith et al., 1991). This evidence
suggests that post-training REM sleep is critical for the improve-
ment of learning performance. Post-training REM sleep-
dependent improvement in learning indicates that increased
REM sleep after training trials may be involved in some physio-
logical processes that influence the retention of learned behavior.
The present study demonstrates that after a 6 hr period of REM
sleep deprivation, the expected improvement in acquisition of
active avoidance learning is absent. This observation indicates
that under normal conditions REM sleep is critical for normal
acquisition, a crucial process of learning and memory.

P-wave generator activation: effects on REM sleep
deprivation-induced impairment
During the post-training sleep recording session, P-wave activity
increased proportionally to the improved learning performance
in the test session. This finding is in agreement with the earlier
study that indicated a relationship between post-training REM
sleep P-wave activity and improvement of learning performance
(Datta, 2000). Another study has shown that after training trials,
immediate supplemental activation of the P-wave generator
above the normal post-training increase in P-wave activity in-
creases retention of learning in the retest trials (Mavanji and
Datta, 2003). Together, these results indicate that the activation
of the P-wave generator during REM sleep after training trials
may be involved in the improvement of learning performance on
test trials. The present study demonstrates, for the first time, that
the post-training REM sleep deprivation-induced deficits in the
improvement of learning performance and acquisition during
test trials can be completely blocked by activating the P-wave
generator immediately after training trials and before the begin-
ning of REM sleep deprivation. As in previous studies (Datta et
al., 1999, 2003; Mavanji and Datta, 2003), in this study microin-
jection of carbachol into the P-wave generator did not signifi-
cantly change motor activities. Thus, this improvement of learn-
ing performance after cholinergic activation of the P-wave
generator is not likely caused by increased motor activities. In
evaluating the outcome of the present study, however, it is im-
portant to acknowledge at the outset that, at this time, we have no
way of ruling out other unknown nonspecific effects of carbachol
that may or may not interfere with the subsequent test session. To
rule out the possibility of long-lasting, nonspecific effects of car-
bachol microinjection, the present results point to the need for
future studies to test these carbachol-microinjected rats at much
longer intervals than the 6 hr.

Sleep-dependent learning and memory processing: possible
role of P-wave generator
On the basis of a number of neurophysiological studies, off-line
reactivation of various neuronal structures involved in learning
seems to be critical for the consolidation of memories (Pavlides
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and Winson, 1989; Skaggs and McNaughton, 1996; Qin et al.,
1997; Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Poe et al., 2000). In these studies,
off-line hippocampal reactivations were seen during both non-
REM and REM sleep. This reactivation hypothesis of memory
consolidation is also supported by a number of electrical stimu-
lation studies (Stein and Chorover, 1968; Erickson and Patel,
1969; Destrade et al., 1973; Landfield et al., 1973; Destrade and
Cardo, 1974). These studies reported that mice and rats receiving
post-trial hippocampal stimulation showed better retention of
learning than control animals. These studies also showed that
when the hippocampus was reactivated by electrical stimulation
there was no need for sleep for the improvement of learning.

The present study demonstrates that immediately after train-
ing trials, the need for REM sleep for the improvement of learning
can be substituted by the cholinergic activation of the P-wave
generator. This finding extends and gives a specific meaning to
those earlier studies that demonstrated that electrical stimulation
of the rostral brainstem after training improves performance in
the rat (Leconte et al., 1974; DeWeer, 1976; Bloch et al., 1977;
Devietti et al., 1977; Sara et al., 1980; Bloch and Laroche, 1981;
Hennevin et al., 1989). The improvement in learning perform-
ance by post-trial brainstem stimulation was as effective as hip-
pocampal stimulation. Post-trial brainstem stimulation was
shown to facilitate a classically conditioned association and also
the development of associative changes in neuronal activity in the
hippocampus (Bloch and Laroche, 1981, 1984). Moreover, when
stimulation was administered after each long-term potentiation
(LTP)-inducing stimulus, it enhanced the magnitude of LTP at
the synapses of the perforant path on dentate granular cells and
prolonged its duration by several days. Brainstem stimulation
during the post-acquisition period appeared to substitute the
need for REM sleep by decreasing the post-training REM sleep
elevation and abolishing most of the learning impairment pro-
duced by post-trial REM sleep deprivation (Bloch et al., 1977).
Although these brainstem stimulation studies did not definitively
localize a specific structure, it is well known that the rostral brain-
stem is an important part of the reticular formation that contains
a number of specific cell groups involved in the generation of
different signs of REM sleep (Datta, 1995). During REM sleep,
different parts of the brainstem are activated to generate different
phasic and tonic signs of REM sleep, including P-waves (Vertes,
1984; Datta, 1995, 1997). The present results demonstrate that
post-training activation of the P-wave generator is sufficient to
improve learning even when REM sleep is absent, indicating that
the post-learning trial-increased homeostatic demand for REM
sleep may be caused, specifically, by a heightened demand for
P-wave generator activity. These results support the hypothesis
that the activation of the P-wave generator is part of the mecha-
nism for REM sleep-dependent memory consolidation.

In conclusion, activation of P-wave-generating cells during
REM sleep may reactivate the forebrain and cortical memory
processing structures to reprocess recently stored information
aiding in the maintenance of memory and facilitating its later
expression. The activation of the P-wave generator may have a
causal role in sleep-dependent learning and memory processing.
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